STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

A Sense of the Senate on the Expansion of TRACE

SS-SP-17-101

Whereas: TRACE was requested by legislation of the student senate; AND

Whereas: The public results of TRACE are of importance to students; AND

Whereas: Dialogues are academic classes that students take through Northeastern with no publically available TRACE survey results; AND

Whereas: NUPath represents a core in which students are to fulfill certain learning goals through their learning experiences; AND

Whereas: There is currently no publicly available data on a classes fulfillment of NUPath requirements; AND

Whereas: There is currently no publicly available data on a classes fulfillment of NUPath requirements; THEREFORE

BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

It is the Sense of the Senate that TRACE surveys for Dialogues be offered, and questions specific to dialogues be included on the TRACE survey.

AND FURTHER THAT:

It is the Sense of the Senate that questions concerning NUPath learning goals be included in TRACE for classes that fulfill a NUPath requirement
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